WHEN CAN LIBERAL STATES AVOID UNWANTED IMMIGRATION? Self-Limited Sovereignty and Guest Worker Recruitment in Switzerland and Germany
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The recruitment of several million guest workers stands out as one of the most consequential decisions taken by West European governments in the postwar era. Intended as a stopgap measure to fill labor shortages during the economic miracle, guest worker recruitment ultimately brought about the historic transformation of Western Europe’s largely homogenous and externally closed nation-states into ethnically diverse countries of mass immigration. Given the scale and permanence of guest worker settlement across recruiting states, it has since become accepted wisdom that in liberal democracies “there is nothing more permanent than temporary foreign workers.”1 Whatever the intentions of their architects, it is argued, guest worker programs are doomed to leave behind a legacy of permanent immigration, attesting to the liberal state’s fundamental incapacity to control immigration.2

But is it really the case, as so many contend, that liberal states are intrinsically unable to prevent unwanted immigration? This article puts this claim to the test by examining the politics of guest worker recruitment in two major receiving countries: Switzerland and West Germany. Its findings contradict the widespread notion that recruitment in “guest worker countries” was marked by uniformity of policy design.
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and outcome. Instead, the analysis shows that the two recruitment systems differed in ways that critically impinged on the likelihood of guest worker settlement, thereby qualifying the claim that temporary migrant worker recruitment will inevitably result in permanent immigration. More broadly, the article contests the dominant scholarly argument that the sovereignty of the liberal state is too “self-limited”—normatively, legally, and economically—to allow for the exercise of effective immigration control.

One of the most prominent proponents of self-limited sovereignty, Christian Joppke, in his seminal article “Why Liberal States Accept Unwanted Immigration,” attributes guest worker settlement to the judicial and normative constraints facing recruiting states. Residence and family unification rights, he argues, were secured by judicial activism in the postrecruitment period, buttressed by an emerging moral consensus that recruiting countries had certain obligations toward their guest workers. An alternative strand of self-limited sovereignty argument—grounded less in the state’s legal and moral liberalism than in its democratic and pluralistic constitution—posits the clout of economic interests as the principal constraint on state autonomy. Gary Freeman’s influential argument that, as a form of “client politics,” immigration policy in liberal democracies will reflect the interests of labor-recruiting business lobbies, suggests that employers will either seek to retain workers permanently—in order to lower turnover costs—or endeavor to perpetuate recruitment by “cycling” workers to keep wages down. Collectively, then, these scholars posit that the liberal and pluralistic constitution of democratic states renders them fundamentally ill-suited to operate temporary migrant worker programs and, more broadly, to exercise meaningful immigration control.

A closer look at the politics of recruitment reveals, however, that settlement was not simply beyond the control of policymakers. Switzerland for many years rotated its guest workers free of domestic constraint. While in the West German case legal constraints undoubtedly played an important role in establishing residence rights, Joppke ar-
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gues that judicial reasoning rested on the arbitrariness of policy change, rather than on the substance of settlement controls per se. Similarly, while economic imperatives were important factors in accounting for mass recruitment, they were far from deterministic. At critical points in the operation of their programs, both the West German and the Swiss governments adopted policy decisions that ran counter to business interests.

By comparatively examining the inception and implementation of the Swiss and West German recruitment systems, this article challenges accounts that assert a universal “control incapacity” concerning matters of guest worker settlement. Instead, the analysis exposes significant cross-national variation in states’ capacity for immigration control. Specifically, guest worker settlement was more extensive and proceeded at a faster pace in West Germany than in Switzerland. These settlement differences, I contend, cannot be accounted for by divergent judicial and normative policy constraints or by differential economic demand for migrant labor. Rather, variation in the speed and scale of settlement reflects critical, path-dependent differences in policy design between the two countries. Whereas West German officials made no concerted effort to control settlement until the termination of the program, Swiss policy from its inception was marked by state-enforced worker rotation and the prevention of family unification.

What, then, can account for policy differences between two recruitment systems that were both intended to secure a strictly temporary supply of foreign labor? First, I argue, given the enormous challenges involved in operating guest worker systems, past experience with comparable recruitment schemes constituted a critical asset for program design because it conveyed information about likely policy consequences. Accordingly, where past recruitment of migrant workers had resulted in unwanted settlement—as was the case in Switzerland—postwar political elites sought to adopt policy provisions designed to prevent the past from repeating itself. Where past policy failure was absent—the case of West Germany—policymakers were less concerned with preempting settlement.

Second, program design and implementation were shaped not only by the insights and preferences of political elites but also by their capacity to translate these preferences into policy. Specifically, the design of each guest worker system reflected the degree to which policymakers were able to operate autonomously from the cross-cutting societal interests of employer associations (the key champions of recruitment), on the one hand, and the general public (the principal opponent of
guest worker employment), on the other. To the extent that policymakers had to take account of the demands of either set of actors, they were forced to modify their policy choices. Thus, whereas the West German government was able to pursue recruitment relatively insulated from societal pressures, Swiss policymakers had to accommodate both sets of actors repeatedly and,ironically, in the process managed to devise a system that counteracted settlement by means of rotation.

**Revisiting the Guest Worker Debate**

Echoing Hollifield’s “rights-based liberalism” argument, Joppke contends that the capacity of liberal states to control immigration is constitutionally “self-limited” by the legal process. The settlement of guest workers, he argues, results from judicial activism constraining the decision-making autonomy of policymakers. Joppke rests his argument in part on a landmark 1978 decision by the German Federal Constitutional Court involving the residence rights of an Indian construction worker. The worker had worked in West Germany since 1961, first as a trainee and, after 1967, on the basis of annual work and residence permits. In 1973—just months before the guest worker system was shut down—the local immigration authority refused to renew his annual permit after he had applied for naturalization, arguing that his intention to reside permanently in the Federal Republic was not in the country’s interest. The Constitutional Court ruled in favor of the Indian national, arguing that the routine annual renewal of his residence permit had induced “reliance” on the German state and resulted in his integration into German society.

While there is no question that the court’s decision curtailed the power of the executive to pursue the return of guest workers, it is critical to note that the rationale underlying the ruling hinged upon the earlier bureaucratic practice of routine renewal of residence permits. In other words, had West German immigration authorities from the very beginning pursued a policy of nonrenewal instead—effectively rotating migrant workers—the legal argument about guest workers’ “reliance interest” would not have applied. In order to understand why guest worker recruitment resulted in permanent immigration, then, it is not enough to examine, as Joppke does, the reasons why at a certain point in time a policy reversal was no longer feasible. Instead, we need to ask
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why it was that a program that was purportedly intended to provide a temporary labor supply ended up operating in a manner that did not pursue the departure of workers at a time when authorities were legally empowered to do so.

The Swiss case provides a challenge of a different kind. Not only did guest worker settlement unfold significantly more slowly in Switzerland than in West Germany, but it did so in the absence of judicial review. In fact, with its lack of judicialization, Switzerland closely resembles Joppke’s control case of Britain, which illustrates the capacity of a relatively unconstrained state to ward off unwanted immigration. Whatever factors can account for settlement in Switzerland, the answer is unlikely to be the legal process.

Having argued that rights-based arguments cannot fully account for guest worker settlement, we now turn to alternative political economy approaches. Market-based explanations range from globalization arguments that assert that the expansion of international labor markets pushes the control of migrant worker flows beyond the control of individual states, to domestic explanations that focus on market conditions and the relative power of business. While globalization arguments are ill-suited to accounting for policy variation across countries such as Switzerland and West Germany that occupy comparable positions in the global economy, domestic arguments tend to neglect the role played by national governments in the political economy. Analyses of the guest worker period in particular have tended to adopt economic and structural explanations to account for settlement outcomes. John Bendix, for instance, has argued that as job stratification comes to be associated with particular populations, over time guest worker recruitment will create a structural gap that can be no longer be filled with native workers. In other words, because guest workers replace, rather than displace, native workers, they remain in their host countries even after economic conditions change. Neo-Marxist scholars, such as Stephen Castles, have arrived at the same conclusion by pointing to the power of capital over the state. Because employers stand to gain from imported labor not only to meet labor shortages but also more generally to keep wages down, business demand for migrant workers is virtually insatiable. Nevertheless, economic analyses cannot adequately account for policy developments in the two countries. First, recruitment
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in West Germany commenced at a time when market and employer demand for labor was weak. Second, in both countries, the curtailment of guest worker recruitment took place over the objections of business. The Swiss case is particularly puzzling because the first recruitment controls were introduced at the height of the economic boom and against the staunch opposition of employer associations.

Even political economy accounts that go beyond economic factors have tended to focus exclusively on business interests and have neglected to consider the state as an actor with independent preferences and the institutional power to pursue them. In its most famous formulation, Gary Freeman’s political economy of immigration asserts—following James Q. Wilson—that the benefits of immigration (such as cheap labor) are concentrated and its costs (such as infrastructural bottlenecks) are diffused. As a result, business as the key beneficiary will mobilize in favor of increased immigration, whereas the general public as the main cost bearer will lack the incentives to countermobilize. The ensuing pattern of client politics thus describes the formation of close relationships between business lobbies and policymakers that generate policy outputs dominated by employer interests. Looking at our case studies, however, we find that employer preferences cannot account for the fact that despite the greater political clout of its employer associations, Switzerland not only instituted a rotation system with high employee turnover costs but also capped recruitment in the midst of an economic boom. West German recruitment policy, by contrast, proceeded in a market-driven manner. To understand these differences in guest worker policy, I argue, we need to consider the substantive preferences of policymakers. This is of particular importance when it comes to understanding the adoption of policy measures that ran counter to employer interests, such as the curtailment of recruitment. Before examining these factors in light of the article’s theoretical framework, the next section presents empirical evidence in favor of cross-national variation in guest worker settlement.

THE POLITICS OF GUEST WORKER RECRUITMENT: POLICY LEARNING
AND ELITE INSULATION

Guest worker settlement was the unwelcome outcome of recruitment systems intended to facilitate temporary labor migration. Given the economic and political context within which these systems operated,
was policy failure simply a foregone conclusion? Both rights-oriented and market-oriented analyses have answered this question in the affirmative. James Hollifield in his analysis of postwar economic immigration concludes that “the reasons for policy failures have less to do with the inadequacies of the policies or the government . . . than with liberal constraints.” Without denying that liberal institutions curtail states’ capacity for immigration control, I contend that both rights-based and market-based answers underestimate the extent to which recruitment outcomes are determined by policy design. Settlement is not inevitable if, for instance, residence permits are issued for only short periods and are nonextendable. In other words, settlement can be prevented—or at the very least delayed and scaled down—to the extent to which a rotation system is firmly in place.

While there is no question that rotation systems face greater challenges in liberal than in illiberal regimes (the oil-producing states of the Middle East come to mind), both the historical record and contemporary recruitment programs show that it is possible to manage rotation schemes in liberal contexts. Most notably—and beyond the scope of this analysis—most present-day temporary worker programs operate on the basis of rotation, reflecting a critical process of policy learning from the experiences of the guest worker era. But even in the immediate postwar period, when guest worker recruitment led to large-scale immigrant settlement, the case of Switzerland demonstrates the utility of rotation for inhibiting settlement. As long as Swiss policy was premised on rotation, immigration remained limited. It was only after the principle was watered down in the mid-1960s—importantly, for reasons exogenous to self-limited sovereignty arguments—that large-scale settlement took its course.

**Guest Worker Settlement: The Evidence**

Given the constraints of data availability—for the period under study, there are no systematic data on length of guest worker residence—a reasonable proxy for measuring “settlement” is to determine the non-working proportion of each country’s foreign population. Because the residence permits of guest workers were contingent on paid employment, the nonworking foreign population essentially was made up of family migrants—adult dependents and children—whose presence is broadly accepted as a reliable indicator for the occurrence of settlement.

16 Hollifield 1992, 94.
17 In Switzerland mandatory unemployment insurance was introduced only in 1984. While guest workers in Germany did qualify for unemployment benefits, few collected benefits before the oil crisis, given full employment levels prior to 1973 (except for 1966–67).
Accordingly, Figures 1 and 2 show important settlement differences between the two countries. In Switzerland, settlement occurred later and was less extensive than in West Germany. Thus, the number of Switzerland’s employed foreigners—many of whom were seasonal workers—exceeded the size of the year-round total foreign population until fifteen years into recruitment, when the renegotiation of the 1964 Swiss-Italian recruitment agreement watered down the rotation principle (Figure 1). Yet even after the post-1964 onset of family migration—as indicated by the emergence of a gap between the country’s foreign population and the (smaller) number of employed foreigners—settlement did not reach the same proportions as in West Germany. In the mid-1960s, employed workers continued to account for about 80 percent of the country’s foreign population (Figure 2). In the mid-1970s, when the oil crisis forced many guest workers to leave, the proportion of employed foreigners dropped to 70 percent.

In West Germany, by contrast, the numerical dominance of employed workers among the country’s migrants was short-lived. For about five years—between the start of mass recruitment in 1961 and its slowdown during the 1966–67 recession—employed workers accounted for about 80 percent of the country’s foreign population (Figure 2). By the early 1970s, the proportion of working foreigners had dropped to 65 percent, before falling below the 50 percent mark in the post-recruitment period. Twenty years into West German mass recruitment, then, family dependents clearly outnumbered employed guest workers.

To sum up the settlement differences between the two countries, after twenty years of mass recruitment, workers accounted for 80 percent of Switzerland’s foreign population but only 46 percent of West Germany’s. This variation in the salience of family migration and, thus, immigrant settlement had important long-term implications for the size of each country’s foreign population. In 1980—after more than three decades of recruitment—the size of Switzerland’s foreign population had tripled. By contrast, and despite the fact that recruitment...
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had gained momentum only a decade later, West Germany’s foreign population by 1980 had increased eightfold.

Before further examining the proposed link between these settlement outcomes and the design of guest worker policy, I will present the article’s theoretical framework. Two variables, I argue, are of critical importance in accounting for cross-national variation in policy design. First, policy learning matters. Political elites who were able to draw lessons from past foreign worker recruitment were much better positioned to devise policy that counteracted natural settlement processes than were officials who had to proceed by trial and error. As a second key variable, elite insulation from cross-cutting societal interests shaped the degree to which officials were able to act on their preferences when designing and implementing policy.

“PUZZLING” AND POLICY LEARNING

When European states designed their postwar guest worker systems, they did so in a context of vast uncertainty. Never before had large-scale migrant worker recruitment been undertaken by a body of liberal democracies at a time when migration control was firmly institutionalized. Whereas today’s policymakers are fully cognizant of the tension between temporary recruitment and immigration control, the depth of this conflict was far from self-evident to their postwar predecessors. I argue that it was only where policymakers were in a position to “puzzle”21 and draw lessons from the recruitment experiences of others that they were able to minimize unintended policy consequences and pursue policy instruments designed to preempt settlement.

Under what conditions is lesson-based learning likely to occur? As a “detailed cause-and-effect description of a set of actions that government can consider in the light of experience elsewhere,”22 drawing lessons can occur across time or space. However, unlike today, where the European guest worker experience is frequently referenced in policy discussions across the globe, cross-national policy transfer among postwar European states was not an option, given the close temporal spacing of recruitment across the continent. The possibility of policy learning was thus confined to cases where political actors could draw on prior recruitment experience. Yet not all past experience is equal when it comes to policy learning. Hugh Heclo23 in his pioneering work on policy-making and social learning argues that learning is most likely
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to occur under conditions of negative stimuli—an argument that parallels findings in cognitive psychology about individuals’ negativity bias. Past policy failure matters because it sensitizes policymakers to the possibility of future failure, thus serving, in the words of Peter May, as a “trigger” for rethinking policy design. Based on these arguments, I propose that we are most likely to observe lesson drawing by postwar policymakers where they could reference the experience of past failure, rather than success.

“POWERING” AND ELITE INSULATION

Whether or not political elites are able to draw lessons from past experience has important implications for their policy preferences. Failure-induced learning reduces the uncertainty associated with predicting policy outcomes and lowers the likelihood of unintended consequences. Nonetheless, accounting for the preferences of policymakers gets us only so far in understanding policy output. Decision-making autonomy is a luxury few democratic elites enjoy, and policy choices more often than not constitute compromises between the preferences of a range of state and societal actors. Not only do elite preferences rarely translate directly into policy output but, once adopted, policies frequently change over time, as previously excluded actors pursue change at levels of legislation, regulation, or implementation. In order to account for the policy choices of political elites, in a second step we need to consider the degree to which they are able to pursue their preferences autonomously—in Heclo’s words, we need to examine their ability to “power.”

When it comes to making immigration policy, decision-making autonomy is regularly threatened by the mobilization of societal actors. What distinguishes immigration policy from many other policy fields is the cross-cutting nature of societal influence. Those who make immigration policy regularly find themselves between a rock and a hard place, as the demands of the organized and unorganized publics push in opposing directions. First, the unorganized public usually favors a restrictive stance on questions of admission and stay. Immigration debates typically touch on highly charged matters of collective identity and self-determination and invite arguments about economic, social,
and cultural competition.\textsuperscript{29} Most recent research on what drives public attitudes on immigration suggests that cultural factors are the primary determinant of public opinion. Accordingly, public opposition to immigration is most strongly driven by concerns about the protection of the national culture.\textsuperscript{30} To the extent that attitudes are shaped by cultural concerns, then, we should expect popular immigration debates to be emotionally charged and essentially protectionist. Policymakers who pursue proposals that seek to liberalize immigration policy—such as the recruitment of guest workers—will thus be most likely to succeed under conditions of popular insulation.

The degree of popular insulation afforded to political elites is shaped by both institutional factors\textsuperscript{31} and the vagaries of political life. Elites who operate in a constitutional context of popular referendums and initiatives, for instance, are particularly vulnerable to public mobilization against immigration, including guest worker recruitment. Similarly, elites in countries with proportional representation electoral systems will—all else equal—enjoy a lower degree of popular insulation than elites in majoritarian electoral systems, because the former are less of a barrier to the success of small, issue-based parties such as anti-immigrant parties. At the same time, variation in popular insulation is also shaped by contingent factors such as unforeseen trigger events, in particular economic recession, that render immigration politically salient and turn inattentive publics into attentive ones.

A second way in which societal influence bears on policymakers is through the lobbying efforts of organized interests. In contrast to restrictionist public opinion, organized interests typically demand a liberalization of immigration policy. To return to Freeman’s\textsuperscript{32} work on the political economy of immigration, because the benefits of immigration are concentrated and its costs diffuse, organization is strongest among proimmigration groups, in particular, business associations. As a result, interest-group pressure will typically point in the direction of opening up immigration to foreign workers. However, Freeman’s framework ignores one important aspect of interest-group politics. Groups do not compete on an even playing field but are both constrained and empowered by institutions. In particular, corporatist institutions of interest representation not only favor business and labor peak associations over other types of interest groups,\textsuperscript{33} but, depending on the variant of
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corporatism, differentially shape the balance of power between business and labor and between the social partners and the state.\textsuperscript{34} Thus, in order to determine how much business insulation policymakers enjoy, we need to consider the power of institutions in shaping the degree to which, first, elites enjoy interest group insulation more generally and, second, business occupies a dominant position in relation to other societal interests.

To sum up, the decision-making autonomy of policymakers depends upon two distinct and independent types of political insulation. First, when it comes to guest worker recruitment, weak \textit{popular insulation} will curtail the ability of elites to pursue recruitment aggressively. By contrast, if elites operate in a context marked by weak \textit{business insulation}, policymakers will struggle to rein in recruitment in the face of business opposition. We now turn to our two empirical cases, Switzerland and West Germany. Before delving into the politics of guest worker recruitment, we will briefly examine the rationale underlying this selection of cases.

\section*{Case Selection}

Of all labor-importing states of postwar Europe, only three—West Germany, Switzerland, and Austria—constitute guest worker countries in the true sense of the word. Whereas France, Belgium, the Netherlands and, to a lesser extent, Britain also recruited workers from abroad, these countries simultaneously experienced high levels of postcolonial immigration. Because the distinction between guest worker and postcolonial countries is central to Joppke’s argument that the normative obligations arising from active recruitment are absent in the case of unsolicited postcolonial immigration, the two cases examined in this article were selected to fall squarely within the guest worker category.

The selection of Switzerland and West Germany among the three guest worker countries seeks to assure maximum variation on the two sets of variables central to my argument. First, the \textit{likelihood of policy learning} differs across the two states. While both countries experimented with foreign worker recruitment prior to World War I, migration policies and their consequences diverged drastically. Switzerland had in place an open borders system that resulted in large-scale immigrant settlement, accompanied by widespread and lasting societal fears about the country’s “overforeignization.” Prussia, by contrast, operated a rotation

\textsuperscript{34} Katzenstein 1987a.
system that did not leave behind a legacy of immigration. Given my argument that past policy failure constitutes a necessary condition for elite learning, we would expect the likelihood of policy learning to be significantly higher in Switzerland than in West Germany.

Looking at elite insulation as the second set of variables hypothesized to shape policy design, Switzerland and West Germany vary in terms of the expected popular and business insulation of policymakers. Whereas both countries’ recruitment systems were set up at a time when anti-immigrant parties had not (yet) formed—eliminating a potentially powerful source of popular constraint—Swiss policymakers nevertheless distinguish themselves by their intense vulnerability to societal mobilization. Because of the availability of popular referendums and initiatives, Swiss political elites are in a unique position in having to routinely consider the possibility of popular mobilization. Importantly, public opinion can have significant impact on legislation even where referendums do not materialize: “The most successful referendums are those which do not take place. The circles which might have fought the law do not do so because it contains what they want. This is the explanation for the compromise character of a large part of federal legislation; parliament [and the Federal Council do] not make laws in a sovereign way but always under the threat of a referendum.”

In stark contrast to Swiss direct democracy, West Germany’s political system was designed as a strictly representative democracy, rejecting all elements of direct democracy at the federal level. Not only did institutions constrain popular mobilization, but public political engagement was further limited by a postwar “detached subject culture” that reflected the experiences of totalitarianism, occupation, and denazification. Baker, Dalton, and Hildebrandt capture this sense of political detachment in their longitudinal study of informal political discussion—a variable well suited to examining the independent effect of political culture because it is minimally constrained by institutions. In the early 1950s—just before the beginning of guest worker recruitment—informal political discussion in West Germany was sporadic at best. While today, less than a quarter of the Swiss and German public claim to “never” discuss politics, in 1953, over 60 percent of the German public admitted to “never” doing so.

35 Aubert 1978, 48–49.
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took off in the early 1960s, this proportion, while reduced, remained significant at about 40 percent. We can thus posit that, for both institutional and cultural reasons, postwar policymakers in West Germany enjoyed a much greater degree of insulation from public opinion and popular mobilization than did their Swiss colleagues, who were constrained by both the institution of direct democracy and a civic culture unharmed by Nazism and military defeat.

Turning to the question of business insulation, both Swiss and German political elites operate in political systems in which government and economic interests are tightly integrated and policy-making reflects a process of consensus building. In Germany consensus building is facilitated through the centralized institutions of neocorporatism that allow for the routine representation of peak associations not only on consultative bodies such as ministerial advisory boards but also in key policy-making institutions such as the Federal Labor Agency. While Swiss economic interests formally participate in the pre-parliamentary decision-making process (Vernehmlassung) and are routinely consulted in the policy process, the diffuse nature of the Swiss political system does not allow for the presence of centralized institutions that could ensure a relative balance between labor and business. Whereas Germany’s system of “social corporatism” curbs the power of employer associations by guaranteeing labor a seat at the bargaining table, Swiss “liberal corporatism” is marked by a weak central state, weak trade unions, and strong employer associations. Swiss business has the upper hand over labor not only organizationally—it’s associations are more numerous, more centralized, and overall better organized—but its structurally preeminent position is also broadly legitimated by Switzerland’s long-standing tradition of market liberalism, which contrasts with Germany’s social market economy. Given the “capitalist bias” of the Swiss system, significant trade union influence is usually limited to social, rather than economic, issues. Finally, not only do employer associations overshadow trade unions on matters of economic and labor-market policy, but their influence frequently also exceeds that of political parties, parliamentary caucuses, and cantons.

42 Schmitter Heissler 2000.
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To sum up, Swiss political elites are disproportionately exposed to cross-cutting popular and business pressures on matters of immigration. Taking into account both public opinion and the preferences of employer associations, we would expect Swiss policymakers to be significantly more constrained than their West German colleagues when devising and implementing recruitment policy. We will now turn to the empirical analysis of the two countries, beginning with their historical policy legacies.

**Swiss and German Policy Legacies, 1860–1945**

The policy legacies confronting Swiss and West German officials at the end of World War II date back to the late nineteenth century, when the two countries first experienced large-scale labor migration. As classic countries of emigration, neither Switzerland nor Germany could draw on significant domestic labor reserves when their economies expanded dramatically. But whereas both governments decided to meet labor shortages by recruiting foreign workers, they did so in radically different ways.

**Switzerland’s Open Borders Policy, 1862–1914**

Starting in 1862 the Swiss government pursued a reciprocal policy of open borders, in keeping with a European era of free movement that began around 1860 and lasted until the outbreak of World War I. By 1914 Switzerland had entered into bilateral treaties with twenty-one countries and established a reciprocal regime of free movement for migrant workers and their families, resulting in the settlement of over half a million immigrants—16 percent of the country’s population. This demographic transformation was to have lasting political repercussions. Already by the turn of the century, rapid immigration had come to trigger periodic xenophobic responses, most famously the 1896 Zurich pogrom against Italian migrants who were feared as economic competitors. It was about this time that a new word that was to become an integral part of Swiss immigration discourse entered the political vocabulary: “overforeignization” (Überfremdung). Between the 1900s and the 1930s, this discourse evolved in two distinct stages. In the first, integrationist stage, elites conceived the threat of overforeignization in
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largely political—rather than ethnonational—terms and sought to defuse it through naturalization.\textsuperscript{52} With the outbreak of World War I, the integrative response to overforeignization was replaced by strict immigration controls. Swiss overforeignization discourse now came to be shaped by racial ideas, the spread of nationalism, and the emergence of an ethnocultural conception of the Swiss nation.\textsuperscript{53} In the 1920s xenophobic groups such as the New Helvetian Society—which closely collaborated with federal law enforcement agencies—gained in influence, and the first popular initiatives on matters of immigration were introduced. In 1931 the association of “immigration” and “overforeignization” became firmly embedded in the country’s first immigration act—which remained largely unchanged until 1999—with Article 16 stating that “officials granting foreigner permits need to take into account the spiritual (geistige) and economic interests of the country as well as the degree of overforeignization.”\textsuperscript{54}

**Prussia’s Forced Rotation Policy, 1890–1914**

While late-nineteenth-century Prussia shared with Switzerland the economic need for migrant labor, the pursuit of foreign labor worked at cross-purposes with Bismarck’s policy of “Germanization,” which targeted East Prussia’s large and fiercely nationalistic Polish population.\textsuperscript{55} This policy was now threatened by the arrival of large numbers of Russian–Polish agricultural workers who, in the words of the daily paper *Leipziger Tageblatt*, posed the risk of the “Polonization of areas that had already been won over to Germanic customs, culture and language.”\textsuperscript{56} Seeking to cater simultaneously to economic lobbies that demanded the recruitment of agricultural workers, on the one hand, and nationalist interests, on the other, Bismarck in 1890 decreed a seasonal agricultural worker policy for Eastern Prussia that was based on forced rotation. In order to prevent settlement, employment was limited to unmarried workers, permits were tied to a given employer, and workers were required to leave at the end of each agricultural season. Bismarck’s gamble paid off. Prussia’s seasonal agricultural recruitment policy succeeded in accommodating the two dominant, yet contradictory, political impulses of economic liberalism and nationalist closure by means of
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state-enforced rotation. Between 1906 and 1913—that is, until recruit-
ment was abandoned with the outbreak of World War I—nine out of
ten Polish migrant workers left Prussia each fall in order to return in
the spring.57

SWISS GUEST WORKER POLITICS

After three decades of closed borders, Switzerland once again con-
sidered the question of labor recruitment when employer associations
warned of worsening labor shortages at the end of World War II.58 In
October 1945 the Department of Economic Affairs recommended the
recruitment of temporary foreign workers and the Federal Council—
Switzerland’s federal executive—authorized employers to commence
recruitment.59 After a period of informal hiring, the Federal Council
in 1948 entered into a bilateral agreement with its preferred labor sup-
plier, Italy. The political process leading up to the conclusion of the
recruitment treaty was marked by a broad consensus between Swiss
political elites and employer associations. Labor unions, by contrast,
initially opposed the agreement out of fear that recruitment would ex-
tert downward pressure on native wages. It was only when the Federal
Council guaranteed equal work and pay conditions that union leaders
acquiesced.60

POLICY LEARNING AND GUEST WORKER ROTATION, 1948–63

When the Swiss-Italian agreement was signed, the new recruitment
system stood in stark contrast to Switzerland’s pre–World War I policy
of free movement and settlement. Founded on the principles of re-
versible migration and the prevention of settlement, migrant workers
were now issued only temporary work and residence permits. Seasonal
workers played a key role in this rotation-based system: in the first
ten years of recruitment, they accounted for two-thirds of all guest
workers.61 Seasonal permits were valid for a maximum of nine months,
with administrative practice oftentimes even more restrictive. Seasonal
workers could neither bring in their families nor adjust to nonseasonal
status. Annual (nonseasonal) permits,62 by contrast, were issued for a
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year at a time and were renewable. However, annual permit holders were eligible to apply for permanent residence only after ten years of uninterrupted stay. Even for annual permit holders, family unification was close to impossible until the mid-1950s. Then, starting in 1960, nonseasonal workers could apply for family permits after three years of residence, with applications generally being handled restrictively by immigration authorities.

This radical departure from pre–World War I recruitment policy, I argue, has to be understood as the result of a process of policy learning that entailed a rethinking of the fundamentals of foreign worker recruitment. With the emergence of the new paradigm of overforeignization in response to the country’s nineteenth-century legacy of immigrant settlement, Switzerland’s second attempt at foreign worker recruitment marked not only the adoption of the new instrument of rotation but also a much more fundamental change in policy goals. Whereas nineteenth-century migrant worker employment was guided by the paradigm of economic liberalism, recruitment was now constrained by the paradigm of overforeignization.

What were the foundational ideas on which this paradigm was constructed? In its original use at the turn of the century, the term “overforeignization” was applied to the German immigrant community, whose broadly admired economic success had triggered fears on the part of some Swiss intellectuals and politicians that popular admiration for a sizable minority with monarchical ties would dilute the *Schweizer Eigenart* (unique Swiss characteristics) and weaken native democratic norms. Before long, the concept came to be used more broadly to express fears that high levels of immigration would weaken Swiss culture and national identity. The first official use of the term dates to 1914, when the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs published a report detailing measures to fight overforeignization. Significantly, this early use of the term—which assumed a causal relationship between overforeignization and high levels of immigration—left behind a lasting ideational legacy that considered the presence of a large foreign population to be a threat to Switzerland’s small native population. Conceptions of the precise nature of this threat continued to evolve. Whereas
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in the pre–World War I era, overforeignization was mostly conceived in political terms, in subsequent decades ethnocultural—and, during World War II, security—concerns gained in prominence. By the time Switzerland embarked on its postwar recruitment program, the paradigm was well entrenched in both elite and popular discourse.

When in 1946 the Federal Council chose to embrace migrant recruitment as its preferred solution to labor shortages, there had already been a process of policy learning that clearly constrained the parameters of recruitment. Both the Swiss public and the political elite shared the conviction that a recurrence of overforeignization had to be prevented at all costs and that the achievement of this goal hinged critically on the institution of strict settlement controls. In the words of the Federal Council, which stated first in 1924 and reiterated since, “[W]e do not object to the immigration of foreign nationals, provided they do not settle in Switzerland.” In 1948, the year in which the Swiss–Italian agreement was signed, the Federal Council credited the strict immigration controls of the interwar period with “having averted the previous alarmingly high threat of overforeignization” and cautioned that “we need to continue to be vigilant, especially today, where Switzerland once again is immensely attractive to foreigners.” Similarly, despite relatively small numbers in the early recruitment period, trade unions warned that “our country is threatened with overforeignization” and recommended a long list of “protective measures against overforeignization.” Even employer associations, the unequivocal beneficiaries of recruitment, considered it necessary to pay lip service to the threat of overforeignization and warned of the limits of the “assimilation capacity” of the Swiss people.

While it appears that policymakers did not (yet) attempt to define a numerical threshold of overforeignization, there was a clear consensus about “a causal link between the number of foreigners, and the threat to Swiss identity.” Policymakers had consciously turned to the past in search of lessons, as is reflected in the seminal 1964 report of the government-appointed “expert commission on the problem of foreign workers.” Detailing the policy lessons learned from the previous open borders policy, the report stated that
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the dangerous consequences of “spiritual overforeignization” (geistige Überfremdung) were clearly observable before World War I. We didn’t recognize this danger at the time, because we succumbed to the illusion that politics and culture could be separated, that we could remain Germans, French, and Italians in a cultural sense, and still remain Swiss. We doubted and even denied the existence of a sense of “Swissness” (Schweizer Eigenart). [. . . As a result, during World War I] the majority of German Swiss supported Germany, while the majority of French Swiss supported the Entente.77

The imperative to ward off overforeignization by preventing immigrant settlement, then, gave rise to a recruitment policy that was firmly premised on the rotation principle. BIGA—Switzerland’s labor-market bureaucracy—firmly considered the adoption of measures to check long-term residence and family unification as indispensable for the prevention of overforeignization.78 In sum, we can understand the establishment of the Swiss guest worker system as an instance of failure-induced policy learning, reflecting a shift in paradigms from economic liberalism to the prevention of overforeignization. The overforeignization paradigm, which originated as a response to the reality of unwanted immigrant settlement prior to World War I, rendered foreign worker recruitment subservient to the goal of settlement control. The pervasive presence of this paradigm allowed for a remarkable degree of recruitment constraint—including the willingness to bear the costs of frequent labor turnover—even in the absence of popular pressure for immigration controls. Faced with the need to balance the disparate goals of economic expansion, on the one hand, and the prevention of overforeignization, on the other, policymakers decided on rotation as the basic instrument of recruitment policy.

CRACKS IN THE SYSTEM IN THE EARLY 1960S
Shortly after the conclusion of the Swiss–Italian agreement, the Swiss economy sputtered and demand for foreign workers declined. From 1947 to 1950, the number of guest workers dropped precipitously from 125,000 to 63,000. This brief interlude of economic decline served to legitimize the rotation system as a politically and economically viable policy choice. Conversely, in the mid–1950s, when the onset of the Korean War ushered in a long period of rapid economic growth, recruitment numbers rose steadily, surpassing a quarter of a million in 1957.

76 This term has no English equivalent and is closest in meaning to “the spirit of a person.”
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Remarkably, with the drastic expansion of the foreign worker population in the 1950s, the rotation system remained in place. The Federal Council continued to balance the goal of economic expansion against concerns about overforeignization, arguing that a market-driven admission policy could extend only “up to the limit demanded by the avoidance of Überfremdung.” In 1950 cantons were instructed to issue seasonal permits for three months at a time, after which, depending on economic conditions, they could be revoked without warning. In a similar vein, throughout the economic boom of the mid-1950s, BIGA issued instructions to issue seasonal—as opposed to annual—work permits whenever possible and to handle requests for family unification restrictively. Accordingly, several cantons allowed family unification only after ten years of residence. As a result, throughout the 1940s and 1950s, Switzerland’s rotation policy was largely successful in preventing settlement. As late as 1959—more than a decade into recruitment—the vast majority of nonseasonal migrant workers continued to leave the country after two to three years, while the departure of seasonal workers at the end of each agricultural and construction season was rigorously enforced. Despite the high costs of rotation incurred by employers, annual labor turnover in some firms remained as high as 40 percent.

With the economic boom showing no sign of abating, however, by the late 1950s employers started to seek to avoid the efficiency losses of rotation by retaining nonseasonal workers. By 1960 nearly half of all annual work permits were issued to previous permit holders. As a result, despite the high hurdle of the ten-year residence requirement, guest workers started to qualify for permanent residency. The numbers were small: in 1960 permanent permits were issued to 6,700 foreigners, representing a mere 6 percent of workers who would have qualified had there been no rotation. Yet even small numbers mattered, because the very fact of settlement defied the rotation principle. In a similar vein, with the export boom of the early 1960s, labor agencies in heavily recruitment-dependent districts started to defy BIGA’s instructions to issue only seasonal, rather than annual, permits. Thus, even though the
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relative size of the Swiss seasonal worker population continued to be significant, in the early 1960s seasonal workers no longer accounted for half of foreign workers, but only for just over one-third.87

Ironically, at the same time as the advent of immigrant settlement threatened to compromise the viability of the rotation system, guest worker supply started to dry up. Not only had other European countries, including West Germany, since entered into recruitment agreements with Italy, but with the signing of the 1957 Treaty of Rome, Switzerland lost some of its attractiveness as a destination for migrant workers, as free mobility and the harmonization of social insurance schemes were starting to become a reality for members of the European Economic Community. In 1961, aware of Switzerland’s predicament, the Italian government demanded the renegotiation of the terms of the 1948 agreement, including reducing the waiting period for family unification to one year and for permanent residence to five years. In the same year, Italy’s labor minister, Mario Sullo, caused a public outcry when, during a visit to Switzerland, he denounced the work conditions of Italian workers. This event triggered a new wave of fears that overforeignization had come to threaten the country’s political independence—as the employer association’s news magazine asked provocatively, “Switzerland—an Italian province?”88 Finally, the year 1961 also marked the beginning of the work of the “expert commission for the study of the problem of foreign labor.” Composed largely of civil servants and social scientists, the convening of the commission clearly signaled a recognition on part of the Federal Council that reform was needed.89 With the beginning of permanent settlement, it had become progressively more problematic to balance the pursuit of unrestrained economic growth with the imperative to prevent overforeignization.

Meanwhile, in 1962 the Federal Council took a first step toward reform by appealing to employers to restrict the number of employees voluntarily. With no cooperation forthcoming, the government took a rare step of market intervention by instituting a cap (Plafonierungsmassnahme) on the employment of foreign workers. The ceiling measure stipulated that the number of workers employed in 1962 in a given firm was not to be exceeded by the hiring of foreign workers.90 Largely drawn up by technocrats within the labor-market bureaucracy,
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the adoption of this novel policy instrument marked the beginning of a process of trial-and-error policy learning that was motivated by concerns about policy failure. The resultant reform measures emerged from a technocratic, expert-driven process marked by societal insulation. At the same time, the Federal Council faced the opposition of organized business, which denounced the cap as “a grave encroachment on economic freedom.” In the end, business secured exemptions for both the agricultural and the hospitality sectors. Similarly, at the cantonal level, many employers were able to negotiate additional firm-level exemptions. As a consequence, even though recruitment slowed significantly, the number of new arrivals increased by 4.5 percent by the following year.

What is remarkable about the Federal Council’s attempts to rein in recruitment as early as 1962 is the fact that they occurred at a time of unparalleled economic growth and labor demand. No other European guest worker country sought to implement recruitment checks before the economic slowdown of the 1970s. While there were also concerns about economic overheating, the Swiss ceiling measures of the early 1960s are best understood as motivated by the recognition of gradual guest worker settlement and the associated fears of overforeignization. While initially these fears were largely confined to debates within government circles and their social partners, after 1962 they began to surface in the popular arena. The years 1963 to 1965 reflect a sudden rise in media coverage of guest worker recruitment, framed by the two discourses—“economic necessity of guest worker recruitment” and “overforeignization.” Of particular interest here is not only the prominence of the two opposing goals of economic growth and the prevention of overforeignization but also the degree to which the notion of overforeignization was ideologically naturalized: of all articles employing this discourse, over 44 percent did so in a neutral, factual manner.

In 1964, while the Federal Council continued to fine-tune its control measures, the expert commission issued its report. Arguing that Switzerland was “in acute danger of overforeignization” and faced an excess of “foreign penetration,” its authors commended a substantial
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In contending that a “satisfactory” level of economic growth could be achieved with a workforce of half a million nonseasonal permit holders, political elites for the first time sought to quantify a desirable recruitment target.98

In the same year, after three years of protracted diplomatic conflict, Switzerland and Italy reached agreement on two critical amendments to the 1948 treaty. First, the waiting period for family unification for workers with annual (nonseasonal) permits was to be lowered from three years to eighteen months. Second, seasonal workers who had worked in Switzerland for five successive seasons were now entitled to apply for annual permits.99 From the Federal Council’s perspective, these concessions—which, after all, reflected a compromise between the two governments—were necessary to keep recruitment channels open.100 Nevertheless, the government realized that the agreement’s revision threatened to dilute the fundamental principle of rotation and would not meet with broad popular approval at home. The liberalization of the family unification clause in particular constituted a political liability, given the widely recognized relationship between family unification and settlement. In order to deflect potential conflict, the Federal Council decided to move the provision into an annex to the agreement, thereby exempting it from parliamentary approval.101 The agreement was slated to come into effect in November 1964, before ratification by parliament. Little did the government realize that the time of executive-centered decision making was about to come to an end.


When the Federal Council submitted the revised Swiss-Italian agreement to the legislature, all hell broke loose. For the first time in the postwar era, immigration became the subject of sustained and heated public debate. Much of this debate was tinged with xenophobia, with a newly founded Zurich-based anti-immigrant group, the Swiss Popular Movement against Overforeignization,102 pouring oil on the fire. Opponents of the revised agreement portrayed the Federal Council as a puppet of the Italian government and argued that the new agreement would lead to unacceptable levels of overforeignization.103 Arguing that
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treaty ratification would carry the risk of popular initiative, the National Council—Switzerland’s directly elected lower house, which up to this point had shown little interest in recruitment issues—refused to vote on the matter until the government had satisfactorily addressed its concerns. Desperate to secure the National Council’s support, the Federal Council promised further recruitment reductions and decreed stricter entry controls at the border. The strategy was successful and in March 1964 the National Council ratified the agreement.

Having averted the threat of legislative veto, the government followed up on its promise to the National Council to further restrict immigration. The “double ceiling” system (doppelte Plafonierung) of 1965 not only limited the overall number of foreign employees in a given firm but also required a 5 percent reduction in a firm’s permanent foreign workforce. The measure reflected BIGA’s assessment that overforeignization would be most effectively tackled by a reduction of nonseasonal workers. Further strengthened by cutbacks in sectoral exemptions, the double ceiling—unlike previous cap measures—succeeded in reducing the absolute number of arrivals by forty thousand.104

Yet despite these administrative successes, the ratified Swiss–Italian agreement continued to serve as a lightning rod for anti-immigrant voices. Just over a year after its ratification, the first “overforeignization initiative” (Überfremdungsinitiative) was submitted by the Democratic Party of the canton Zurich, a small, nationalist party that had gathered sixty thousand signatures. The initiative demanded that the total number of foreign nationals be reduced to 10 percent of the country’s resident population at a time when 15 percent of Switzerland’s resident population was foreign.105 The Federal Council expressed agreement with the basic concerns of the action committee—the threat of the overforeignization of Swiss society—but rejected the initiative’s demands as economically irresponsible. The government appealed to the public to reject the initiative and pledged to find new ways of curbing immigration.

Thus, even though the Federal Council was faced with mounting opposition by employers who protested the double ceiling system, under the threat of popular initiative it decreed an additional 5 percent reduction in economic admissions in 1966. Now that the government enjoyed neither business nor popular insulation, it responded to crosscutting societal demands by successively tightening the cap’s settings
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without, however, dismantling the system. After this latest lowering of the ceiling, employer associations, supported by some cantonal governments, aggressively lobbied government for a break from recruitment reductions and argued that the government’s control measures were inflicting serious economic harm. The Federal Council, supported by the unions, continued to push ahead with a further 2 percent reduction. Employers, in particular in cantons with expanding, labor-intensive economies, became increasingly restive. Yet the government—still under the threat of the initiative—vowed to plow ahead and announced further reductions: 3 percent by late 1968, followed by a further 2 percent by the end of 1969. After this last announcement, the Democratic Party decided to retract its initiative.

While the initiative’s withdrawal marked an important victory for the Federal Council, it did not allow for a permanent retreat into the safety of the executive arena. By late 1968 the country’s foreign population share exceeded the previous historical peak of 16 percent.\footnote{Mahning and Piguet 2004.} Several months later, a second initiative against overforeignization seized upon this increase and gathered seventy thousand signatures. Organized by the National Action against the Overforeignization of Nation and Home,\footnote{Nationale Aktion gegen die Überfremdung von Volk und Heimat.} and named after its instigator, national councillor James Schwarzenbach, the initiative’s demands were even more far-reaching than those of its predecessor. Not only was the proportion of foreign nationals to be capped at 10 percent in any canton other than Geneva, but family unification was to be severely curtailed. The Federal Council—supported by both houses of parliament and the social partners—rejected the initiative, maintaining not only that its demands would cause significant economic harm but that they also violated Switzerland’s bilateral agreements and contravened the European Convention of Human Rights.

Three months before the critical vote, the Federal Council decreed a “global ceiling” on immigration (\textit{Gesamtplafonierung}). The cap was to be based on an annual contingent of new recruits that would be calculated against the expected number of migrant departures.\footnote{Piguet 2006b.} Cantons and employer associations strongly objected to the measure, while trade unions supported it. The government decided to implement the cap over the opposition of employers and cantons and, presenting the global ceiling as the magic bullet for curbing immigration, pledged to keep the system in place even after the popular vote.
The vote of June 7, 1970, is considered one of the most significant in postwar Swiss history. The government’s stakes were exceedingly high—spanning both economic concerns and matters of high politics in the international arena—but with a turnout of 74 percent, public mobilization also reached a record high. In the words of BIGA director Grübel: “It was a historic vote. Newspapers called it ‘a shot across the bows,’ ‘a unique declaration of no-confidence,’ ‘a fateful turn-around!’ What remains beyond doubt is that for decades no electoral campaign has been fought with a comparable degree of tenacity and passion. . . . The public attended countless political events in unprecedented numbers. The presence of the mass media even exceeded that observable during major sports events." To the government’s great relief, its gamble had paid off. The initiative was rejected by 54 percent of voters and twenty out of twenty-seven cantons.110

The global ceiling system of 1970—which remained firmly in place until the late 1980s and continues in modified form today—marked the end of two decades of market-driven labor recruitment. As the major losers, employers and those cantons heavily dependent on foreign labor were hardest hit by the new policy regime. By contrast, unions and the public, which had long been supportive of capping immigration, emerged as the winners. Ironically perhaps, so did the Federal Council. Even though the Schwarzenbach Initiative had placed the government in a politically precarious position, it also provided the Federal Council with the leverage necessary to overrule the employer associations as the most powerful player in Switzerland’s liberal corporatist system. The global ceiling marks the conclusion of a long series of capping measures pursued by government since the early 1960s. The option of a global ceiling had been debated within BIGA as early as 1965 but was discarded as not politically feasible, given the strength of employer opposition. Thus, had the country not experienced the radical public backlash of the late 1960s, it is doubtful that the Federal Council would have taken on employers and cantons over the institution of a global cap. In the words of BIGA director Grübel, “We had to utilize the increasing political pressure that emanated from public opinion to overcome the resistance of industry.”111 Ironically, then, it was the cross-cutting nature of the societal demands placed on a politically exposed executive that enabled the Federal Council to pursue policy reforms with some degree of autonomy from both sets of actors.
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To what extent did the new system succeed in reining in immigration? The measure clearly was successful in regulating the number of annual permits, which, after a short period of stagnation, declined drastically after 1972 (see Figure 3)—well before the oil crisis put an end to unbridled labor demand. In other words, under the global ceiling system the Federal Council was well positioned to control the number of workers subject to permit renewal. Yet while the number of seasonal and annual workers fell precipitously, this was not the case for permanent residents, who were no longer subject to permit renewal. This gradual loss of control over immigrant settlement, I argue, was inextricably tied to the changes brought about by the amended 1964 Swiss-Italian agreement. Looking at the number of workers with settlement permits (Figure 3), we observe a marked increase in its slope in the mid-1960s, reflecting the 1964 lowering of residence requirements, which led to a sudden expansion in the number of foreigners eligible for permanent residency and family unification. Other changes brought about by the treaty revisions took several years to make themselves felt, in particular the option for seasonal workers to adjust their status to that of annual permit holder. Given the presence of a sizable and growing permanent resident population that was no longer subject to numerical control, Switzerland’s foreign population share expanded from 17 percent in 1970 to 18.4 percent only three years later.

Returning to the question of self-limited sovereignty, the demise of the Swiss rotation system, which was able to prevent the large-scale settlement of guest workers from the mid-1940s until the early 1960s, cannot be explained by normative or judicial constraints on the Swiss state. Political economy accounts, by contrast, carry some explanatory weight, as is evident in the political clout of employer associations to secure sectoral exemptions from recruitment controls. Yet the reach of economic explanations remains limited. Not only were economic imperatives unable to trump concerns about overforeignization, but the government’s ceiling measures ultimately were imposed over the protest of employer associations. I argue instead that the most significant threat to the sovereignty of the Swiss state came not from within but from without. As its European neighbors competed for migrant labor, Switzerland’s bargaining position with labor-sending states, most notably Italy, was progressively undercut, resulting in the revision of recruitment treaties that established family unification and settlement rights, thereby clearing the way for large-scale immigrant settlement.
In West Germany guest worker recruitment had a slow start. In 1953 the cabinet declined Italy’s request for a recruitment treaty because refugees from the former Eastern territories were still providing the West German labor market with a steady supply of workers. When a year later West German diplomatic officials agreed to revisit the issue in the context of trade negotiations, a deep interministerial rift on the issue surfaced. Both the Ministry of Labor, as the key ministry on matters of recruitment, and the Federal Labor Agency—BIGA’s counterpart—were hostile to the idea of foreign worker recruitment. Whereas in Switzerland the biggest stumbling block to recruitment had been concerns about the possibility of immigrant settlement, in the Federal Republic opposition focused on the question of labor-market impact. Speaking before the Bundestag, Labor Minister Anton Storch stated that his ministry was willing to consider recruitment, but only “should a demand for workers arise that cannot be met from our own reserves” and only once all possible rationalization measures had been exhausted.
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The Economics and Foreign Affairs Ministries, by contrast, welcomed recruitment as a means of facilitating the country’s reintegration into European trade and diplomatic networks. Support for a recruitment treaty was spearheaded by Economics Minister Ludwig Erhard, the father of the “economic miracle,” who argued that Italy’s growing trade deficit posed a threat to market liberalization and constituted a danger to the process of European economic cooperation. The only remedy to this dilemma, he asserted, was for West Germany to recruit Italian workers. For both ministries, the recruitment of Italian workers was not a question of if, but rather of when.

By 1955 labor shortages intensified in low-skilled industrial sectors and in agriculture, and the employers’ peak association[^118] started to throw its weight behind calls for migrant recruitment.[^119] With declining unemployment, the Federation of Trade Unions[^120] acquiesced to migrant recruitment on the condition that foreign workers would receive both equal pay and benefits and—in light of the continuing housing shortage—employer-provided accommodation.[^121] In a cabinet meeting in October, Chancellor Konrad Adenauer contended that a recruitment agreement with Italy would allow the Federal Republic to achieve its central economic and diplomatic goals simultaneously. He requested policy blueprints from the Economics and Labor Ministries[^122], but, owing to turf competition and conceptual disagreement, neither report was deemed a suitable framework for recruitment policy.[^123] By now, however, the speed of bilateral negotiations had overtaken the pace of interministerial discussions.

### Recruitment without Settlement Controls, 1955–73

When in December 1955, after nearly two years of negotiations, the German-Italian agreement was signed, West German officials concurred with their Swiss colleagues that guest worker recruitment was to be a purely temporary labor-market measure. Where they differed, however, was in their assessment of how to ensure the temporariness of migration. There is no evidence that West German policymakers seriously grappled with the question of settlement prevention. Instead, they put great faith in the self-regulatory power of the market and assumed that foreign workers would voluntarily return to their home
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countries should labor demand slow down. Looking at archival and newspaper records from the 1950s, it appears that the possibility that migrant workers might chose to remain was simply not entertained. This relative lack of concern with the question of settlement, I argue, gave rise to two critical policy differences between the two recruitment systems.

First, whereas the Swiss system included a large seasonal worker component, the overwhelming majority of guest workers in West Germany held renewable, annual permits. Second, because Swiss policymakers were fully cognizant of the link between family unification and permanent settlement, they had placed tight restrictions on the issuance of family visas. In the Federal Republic, by contrast, there was a broad consensus that family unification was to be tolerated. Many officials considered family migration even desirable, either for economic reasons—to lower the cost of worker turnover—or for reasons of public order and the preservation of family values. Accordingly, authorities accepted the recruitment of relatives and not infrequently hired married couples, thereby establishing recruitment practices that clearly facilitated and accelerated family immigration. Thus, by 1971 one-third of all workers hired through the official recruitment commission were relatives of already employed guest workers, with overall numbers likely much higher. Similarly, and in stark contrast to Swiss practice, the immigration of family dependents was largely handled in a laissez-faire manner. As a result, by 1968—thirteen years into recruitment—a staggering 30 percent of the West German adult foreign population had arrived as dependent spouses, rather than as recruits. In Switzerland, by contrast, in the same year—and after a significantly longer recruitment period of twenty years—only 17 percent of adult migrants had entered as dependents. Finally, looking at the migration of children, Gonzalez-Ferrer estimates that close to one-fifth of all guest workers arrived jointly with their spouse and at least one child.

To the extent that guest workers were able to bring their families, the incentives to remain were that much greater. In West Germany settlement processes were further facilitated by a highly permissive permit practice that entailed not only routine renewal of annual permits but also the issuing of indefinite permits. As a result, by 1968—thirteen
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years into recruitment—57 percent of male guest workers had resided in Germany for longer than four years.\textsuperscript{130} In Switzerland, by contrast, eleven years into (formal) recruitment, only 25 percent of guest workers had been in the country for longer than three years.\textsuperscript{131}

How can we account for these cross-national differences? Why was Swiss recruitment policy guided by rotation and marked by detailed administrative regulations to prevent settlement, while in West Germany little attention appears to have been paid to the possibility of permanent immigration? I argue that the absence of failure-induced policy learning shaped West German recruitment policy in two important ways. First, the relative naïveté of West German policymakers about the likelihood of immigrant settlement reflects the informational properties of policy learning. Switzerland’s legacy of past settlement provided both elites and the public with a basic understanding that, over time, uncontrolled temporary migration will result in permanent immigration. Second, this broad recognition of the long-term consequences of laissez-faire recruitment served to legitimate the concerns of those who sought to impose strict settlement controls. The significance of this latter point becomes apparent when we consider one of the only two instances\textsuperscript{132} where the West German cabinet considered the question of immigration control: the negotiation of the 1964 German-Turkish recruitment agreement.

Like comparable agreements with Greece, Spain, and Portugal that West Germany ratified in the early 1960s, the 1964 German-Turkish agreement was a response to the heightened labor shortages after the Berlin Wall had cut off the East-West migration of German workers. Unlike the German-Italian agreement, however, it was entered into at a time when interior officials—charged with the mandate of immigration control—had become aware that a process of immigrant settlement was under way. Not only did the steady inflow of migrant workers show no sign of abating—in 1964, the number of foreign workers passed the one million mark—but it had become clear that family unification and prolonged residence were widespread. As a result, the Interior Ministry insisted that Turkish labor migration be strictly time limited and without the option of family migration. The Labor and Economics Ministries strongly opposed these restrictions. The Foreign Affairs Ministry
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in 1961 brokered an agreement that limited employment to two years and did not include provisions for family unification.¹³³ Yet less than a year later, the Economics Ministry and the Confederation of German Employers demanded that the two-year clause be dropped. The Interior Ministry was prepared to support this revision in exchange for an amendment that explicitly ruled out the possibility of family unification. The Turkish government rejected this proposal, which would have denied its nationals the family unification rights available to all other guest workers. Other ministries concurred and warned that the proposed family unification amendment would set back the government’s efforts to enhance West Germany’s image abroad.¹³⁴ Realizing its political isolation, the Interior Ministry conceded and the revised German–Turkish agreement of 1964 included neither a maximum stay clause nor special restrictions on family unification.

Even though interior officials began to recognize the long-term consequences of guest worker recruitment as early as 1961, the cabinet decided to subordinate emerging anxieties about immigration control to labor-market and foreign policy imperatives, leaving the Interior Ministry isolated. Thus, whereas in Switzerland the fear of overforeignization loomed large from the beginning and motivated the construction of a system that not only assumed, but also enforced, rotation, there was no comparable dynamic in the Federal Republic. When interior officials started to warn of the danger of permanent settlement, the significance of these concerns remained unrecognized. As a result of the absence of a unifying paradigm of migration control, the concerns of interior officials did not carry sufficient weight to serve as a counterbalance to economic and diplomatic policy imperatives. Finally, the making of recruitment policy continued to take place in a context of popular insulation. Neither parliament nor the general public at the time paid much attention to questions of recruitment, and, as a result, there were no countervailing popular pressures that could have buttressed the Interior Ministry’s calls for stricter recruitment controls.

THE RECESSION OF 1966 AND THE FAILURE OF POPULAR MOBILIZATION

Two years later the era of popular insulation threatened to come to an end. The first politicization of guest worker recruitment was trig-
Touched off by an article published in March 1966 in the mass tabloid Bild titled, “Are guestworkers harder working than Germans?” The article reported on a conference organized by the Confederation of German Employers which, ironically, was intended to shore up support for continued guest worker employment. This provocative challenge to the German work ethic sparked the Federal Republic’s first major guest worker–related protests, as thousands of employees in the Southwest of the country went on strike. In some firms, fights broke out between native and foreign workers. Even though the media widely condemned the Bild article and worker protests quickly died down in response to trade union appeals, the event came to mark the beginning of the Federal Republic’s first sustained public debate on migrant recruitment, including the social and fiscal implications of immigrant settlement. For the first time, recruitment was no longer exclusively framed as an issue of labor-market policy but instead came to be redefined as a broader issue of social and integration policy.

The debate was not without impact in governmental circles. The Interior Ministry took this opportunity to argue that West Germany as a “country of nonimmigration” had “quite limited absorption and assimilation capacity” and demanded that residence permits and family unification be made contingent on occupational and behavioral assimilation. Even the Economics Ministry concluded that whereas the recruitment system continued to be economically beneficial, its non-economic impacts—including the “irrational reaction of the German public”—spoke in favor of “stabilizing,” rather than increasing, recruitment. Instead of proposing measures to achieve this “stabilization,” however, the ministry maintained that domestic rationalization, combined with modernization processes abroad, would automatically lead to a decrease in immigration.

Meanwhile, West Germany experienced its first economic downturn. Even though unemployment remained modest by today’s standards, the economic slowdown was widely perceived as a threat to the economic miracle that had come to define the young republic. Guest workers now were seen as competitors, rather than as facilitators of economic growth. In a 1967 public opinion survey, 62 percent of respondents supported laying off employees on the basis of immigration status, rather than on the basis of work performance. Popular calls
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for the departure of guest workers were often tinged with xenophobia ("Foreigners out!") , and for the first time political elites felt the need to reassure the public that, in contrast to Switzerland’s much higher proportion of foreign nationals, West Germany was not threatened by overforeignization.139

During the downturn, many guest workers decided to leave Germany. This process of return migration was not the result of coercive government action, however. In fact, unlike in Switzerland, the vast majority of workers—that is, all who had been employed for a minimum of six months—qualified for unemployment benefits and were entitled to reside in West Germany for the duration of these benefits. Many, however, chose to receive their benefits in their home countries, and, as a result, around half a million guest workers—one-third of foreign workers—chose to leave.140

The economic downturn proved to be short-lived, and recruitment resumed quickly. Despite its brevity, the recession of 1966–67 had important political implications. First, it reassured many observers that guest worker recruitment was still responsive to labor-market needs, even in the absence of forced rotation. Second, the recession put a premature end to the immigration debate that had just gotten under way in the popular arena. Unlike in Switzerland, where the institution of the popular referendum not only provided a low threshold for public mobilization but also forced policymakers to be responsive to the anti-immigrant agendas of popular initiatives, no equivalent channels existed in West Germany. The only potential mobilizing institution was the far-right National Democratic Party (NDP), which did see important electoral successes during this period. However, the NDP did not campaign on an anti-immigrant platform but focused instead on the much more radical demands of reestablishing the German Reich.141 Indeed, analyses of the party’s electoral victories during this period142 suggest that the far-right vote, rather than serving as a conduit for anti-immigration demands, is better understood as a protest vote against both the sociocultural changes embodied by the left-wing student movement and the political vacuum of the traditional right that resulted from the formation of the Grand Coalition.143
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POLICY LEARNING AND THE RECRUITMENT STOP OF 1973

With the end of the recession, recruitment resumed under the new coalition government of Social Democrats and Liberals. However, politics did not fully return to its prerecession status quo because the realities of permanent settlement could no longer be ignored. By 1969 the number of guest workers had passed the prerecession mark of one million. Only one year later, numbers had close to doubled to two million. In 1973, after three more years of market-driven recruitment, the foreign population reached the four million mark. In many industrial regions of the country, there was no denying that years of immigrant concentration and family unification—in the absence of public infrastructure investment—had led to overcrowded housing and schools.

As a result, an interministerial consensus emerged: one and a half decades of unbridled recruitment had resulted in large-scale immigrant settlement. Whereas Swiss political elites had recognized this relationship before the commencement of recruitment in the late 1940s, it was only in the early 1970s that a comparable elite consensus was established in West Germany. Once the government had acknowledged the reality of immigrant settlement, the cabinet had to decide how to deal with the unintended consequences. The ensuing debate, which drew in various societal interests, came to be framed as a choice between rotation, on the one hand, and immigrant integration, on the other. This was the first time that the possibility of state-enforced rotation was seriously considered, both within the cabinet and in public debates. Meanwhile, a number of local immigration authorities in the Länder of Bavaria and Schleswig-Holstein had taken matters into their own hands and forcibly rotated some workers who had resided in Germany for several years. It is this localized practice that gave rise to the landmark ruling of the Indian case of 1978, which is at the center of Joppke’s self-limited sovereignty argument.

In the rotation-versus-integration debate, the Confederation of German Employers strongly favored rotation as a tool for offsetting the fiscal and social costs of large-scale recruitment. Trade unions and the media, by contrast, countered that rotation was inhumane and would damage the country’s image abroad. In the end, the cabinet not only decided against rotation but equally rejected the option of ceiling controls—as instituted in Switzerland—on political and diplo-
matic grounds. The Ministry of Labor expressed concerns that a ceiling system would require nationality contingents, a measure that would strain diplomatic relations with sending countries. Nevertheless, at the same time as the cabinet rejected rotation and ceiling controls as politically viable policy measures, interministerial disagreements prevented the adoption of a coherent integration policy. Instead, in June 1973 the cabinet agreed on an “action program,” designed to harmonize guest worker employment with the “absorption capacity” of social infrastructures. Accordingly, recruitment would no longer be possible in locales where foreign nationals accounted for more than 12 percent (in special cases, 6 percent) of the population.

Why did West German recruitment policy in the early 1970s not follow the Swiss path of guest worker rotation? Triadafilopolous and Schönwälder have argued that the rejection of rotation as a policy measure should be understood as the result of both foreign policy constraints and “a general lack of fit with basic liberal-democratic norms.” This article’s comparative analysis, however, qualifies this assessment. While I concur that the Social Democratic–Liberal government under Willy Brandt was normatively constrained, these constraints were not, as these authors suggest, present from the beginning of recruitment but, rather, emerged in the late 1960s, when a new discourse of rotation clashed with the prior administrative practice of recruitment laissez-faire. Had rotation been an integral part of recruitment policy from the beginning, not only would guest workers have continued to make life choices based on the assumption of a short-term stay—thereby not developing a “reliance interest” on the West German state—but, from the vantage point of foreign governments, rotation would not have amounted to a retraction of previously offered benefits. In other words, two decades of uncontrolled recruitment had created a domestic and international policy lock-in that was considered too costly to break, especially given the fact that continued popular insulation continued to shield the government from concerted pressure for restrictionism.

When the West German government finally closed down recruitment, it did so under circumstances and in ways strikingly different from what occurred with the Swiss Federal Council. In November 1973, only weeks after the beginning of the oil crisis, the Labor Ministry presented a much anticipated appraisal of the country’s labor-market policy. The ministry’s report contended that the fiscal and so-
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cial costs of recruitment no longer justified its economic benefits and concluded that “it appears doubtful that further recruitment is sensible both from a macroeconomic and socio-political perspective.”

On November 23 the cabinet decided over the objections of employer associations to stop all recruitment immediately. While diplomatic officials utilized the developing oil crisis to justify this measure to sending countries, it is clear from the cabinet discussions of the preceding months that a recruitment stop had become only a matter of time and that the oil crisis had provided the government with welcome political capital to mitigate its diplomatic costs. Significantly, the government’s decision to end recruitment was not the result of popular pressure, as in the Swiss case, but rather was the result of a process of elite learning about the long-term implications of recruitment.

Once the Brandt cabinet came to accept the fact of immigrant settlement and its concomitant social and infrastructural costs, the policy status quo was no longer acceptable. Unable to make the kind of changes (such as rotation) that would have lowered the costs of recruitment while retaining its benefits, the only way forward was to shut down the system. The suspension of recruitment in 1973 thus stands in stark contrast to the Swiss policy, where the global cap of 1970 constituted a regulatory instrument that could turn the supply of migrant workers on and off, depending on economic need. Even though the Swiss Federal Council was forced by popular pressure to scale back recruitment at a time of rapid economic growth, the tightrope walk between accommodating the labor needs of employers, on the one hand, and preventing the adoption of economically disastrous overforeignization initiatives, on the other, had facilitated a policy compromise that, in the end, allowed the government to preserve flexibility on recruitment matters.

The significance of labor-market flexibility became evident in 1975, when the oil crisis hit Switzerland hard: among the OECD countries, Switzerland shed the largest percentage of jobs—10 percent. But the global ceiling system allowed the government to export most of this loss by not renewing annual and seasonal work permits. As a result, of the 340,000 jobs lost, 67 percent were shed by foreigners. Thus, Switzerland’s capacity to use economic migrants as a cyclical shock absorber as late as thirty years into recruitment clearly distinguishes the Swiss regime of migration regulation from that of West Germany.

---
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It is commonly argued that advanced democracies are unable to prevent the permanent settlement of migrant workers because of the normative, legal, and economic constraints of liberalism. This article has sought to qualify these claims by examining the politics of recruitment and settlement in two of Europe’s archetypical guest worker countries, Switzerland and West Germany. In doing so, three sets of findings stand as posing a challenge to our existing understanding of guest worker politics. First, the design of each recruitment system had an independent and lasting impact on settlement outcomes. Policy differences between the West German and Swiss systems resulted in cross-national variation in the pace of settlement. Second, normative and legal constraints on the enforcement of antisettlement measures were not significant in the Swiss case and mattered during the West German post-recruitment period not because these measures were considered illiberal per se but because they came to be seen as capricious in their departure from prior permissive administrative practice. In other words, the emergence of moral and legal constraints was contingent on the earlier practice of settlement laissez-faire and began to crystallize only after twenty-five years of recruitment. Third, in both countries, economic imperatives were important, but not deterministic, factors in accounting for mass recruitment. In the West German case, the timing of both the beginning and the end of recruitment is best accounted for by factors other than labor-market imperatives—foreign policy considerations in the former instance and infrastructural costs in the latter. Even in Switzerland, where market forces were least constrained, the government’s decision to scale back recruitment not only ran counter to labor-market needs but also was fiercely opposed by business.

In order to account for the design of recruitment policy, then, this article has focused on two sets of variables. First, to the extent that policy design was instrumental in preventing or slowing down settlement, policy learning mattered because it provided elites with information about what policy features would minimize the risk of permanent immigration. Thus, the presence of failure-induced policy learning in the Swiss case led to the creation of a strictly regulated rotation system with a large seasonal recruitment component and few rights to permanent residence or family unification—all features that differed in the German case.

While this analysis has focused on the guest worker systems of the past, we could easily extend its argument to present-day Germany. Af-
ter the halt to recruitment in 1973, limited labor recruitment resumed in the 1990s, but within a radically different policy framework. In an instance of contemporary failure-induced policy learning, recruitment programs are now designed to prevent settlement either by limiting permits to strictly seasonal employment—with a maximum stay of three months\textsuperscript{153}—or by issuing a limited number of permits to project-tied workers (\textit{Werkvertragsarbeitnehmer}) employed by foreign firms in Germany. In a similar vein, Canada’s present-day Seasonal Agricultural Workers’ Program, which has been in operation since 1966, limits the employment of migrant workers to eight months and has been remarkably successful in preventing settlement over the course of nearly half a century.\textsuperscript{154}

If policy learning was a particularly critical variable at the time of policy design, the question of political insulation came to matter increasingly once recruitment was under way. In the Swiss case, the government’s lack of business insulation initially did not matter because the preferences of policymakers and employer associations converged. Once the public started to mobilize, however, the Federal Council found itself sandwiched between the cross-cutting pressures of organized business, on the one hand, and popular antirecruitment mobilization, on the other. The cross-cutting pressures arising from the lack of business and popular insulation, then, can account for the finding that the Federal Council progressively capped recruitment levels during times of economic boom, while retaining the system despite the oil crisis. In West Germany, by contrast, elites could operate more autonomously, and recruitment continued unconstrained for close to two decades. It was only when the government considered the infrastructural costs of recruitment too high that, insulated from popular pressure and impervious to the opposition of business, it decided to shut down the system completely.

Why did guest worker recruitment lead to large-scale settlement even in Switzerland, where the institution of rotation and the Federal Council’s lack of popular insulation would have suggested otherwise? Among the range of culprits, it was the renegotiation of the Swiss-Italian agreement that sounded the death knell for rotation, because it not only lowered the bar for family unification and permanent residence for nonseasonal workers but, equally importantly, allowed seasonal workers to adjust to nonseasonal status. Significantly, the reasons that led to
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this watershed are neither normative nor judicial but rather reflect the diplomatic struggles of a fiercely independent country to retain access to foreign labor at a time when the process of European integration turned the European Community into a preferred destination for guest workers. While we can only speculate about what would have happened had the recruitment treaty not been revised, this analysis suggests that, even in the long run, settlement would have taken place in a much slower and more limited manner than occurred in West Germany.

Preventing unwanted migrant worker settlement will always remain a policy challenge. There is no question that, in comparison with illiberal regimes such as nineteenth-century Prussia, liberal democracies are much more constrained when it comes to expelling unwanted foreign workers. Yet to argue that settlement is unavoidable and completely outside the control of governments runs the danger of misinterpreting the West German experience, as well as ignoring the postwar Swiss experience. The proliferation of new temporary migrant worker programs over the past two decades suggests that arguments about the normative constraints of liberal state elites may be overblown, even in the case of the “semisovereign” state par excellence, Germany. Incorporating the policy lessons of the guest worker era, rotation is now a fundamental feature of low-skilled migrant worker recruitment across Western Europe—despite the “self-limited” sovereignty of these states.
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